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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
Report changes to the Schools Online Thesaurus.

1.2 Audience
ScOT Consultative Group and other interested parties.

2 Background

2.1 Australian Curriculum
Following publication of the four ‘shaping papers’ in May 2009, ACARA (then known as the National Curriculum Board) published draft curriculum statements in English, Mathematics, Science and History for years K-10. The statements were released for consultation on 1 March 2010 and are available with registration at http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au.

The shaping papers provided important clues to subject gaps in ScOT and accounted for many changes to ScOTv6.4. The draft curriculum statements have provided more significant warrant for assuring the currency, completeness, and accuracy of ScOT terms. ScOTv6.5 aligns closely with the Australian curriculum while retaining reference structures and word stock built up over 8 years of consultation with the school sector and via application to many substantial content projects.

2.2 Validation survey
When ScOT terms are selected, both literary and user warrant are considered. A validation survey was conducted in May-June 2010 to elicit the latter – search terms used by teachers to access curriculum objectives or resources.

The survey informed final edits to ScOTv6.5, including:

- Selection of preferred terms; and
- Arrangement of terms within existing reference structures.

The survey also helped to identify high level issues in ScOT, notably the absence of ‘Geography’. Geography concepts are generally arranged under Science > Earth and space, and Society. Draft Geography curriculum is anticipated in 2010-2011 and will be invaluable to review of Geography and reviewing the need for a top level Geography heading.
3 ScOT data release

ScOT point releases follow a feedback cycle involving users, curriculum experts, school jurisdictions and education agencies via the ScOT Consultative Group. The ScOT Management Group has final approval of each release. This quality assurance process continues to be invaluable to the relevance and currency of ScOT to the ANZ school sector.

In-between point releases, mini-batches are released. Stakeholders can access information about new terms published or modified between in mini batches (such as between ScOTv6.4 and ScOTv6.5) by accessing ScOT data from the website or via web services. All changes are later detailed in quality assurance summaries (like this document).

Note: only recommended formats have date properties for terms; for new terms and modified terms the properties are:

- SKOS RDF: `<dct:issued>` and `<dct:modified>`;
- IMS VDEX: `<contribute>` and `<annotation>`.

*Note: the print-friendly 'text' file does not include dates for new and modified terms.*

Use of ScOT data in applications is subject to license and is available at: [://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot](://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot).

ScOT can also be accessed via SOAP Web Service. The ScOT Web Service is available at [://scotws.curriculum.edu.au/ScotWs/](://scotws.curriculum.edu.au/ScotWs/).
4 Mathematics

4.1 New terms

Algebra laws
USE: Number operations

Associative law
USE: Associativity

Associativity
UF: Associative law
BT: Number operations

Aspect (Direction)
USE: Bearings (Direction)

Backwards (Direction)
USE: Relative directions

Boolean algebra
BT: Algebra
NT: Venn diagrams
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13267

Collections (Mathematics)
USE: Sets (Algebra)

Commutative law
USE: Commutativity

Commutativity
UF: Commutative law
BT: Number operations

Composite shapes
USE: Irregular polygons

Computation laws
USE: Number operations

Coronal planes
UF: Frontal planes
BT: Longitudinal planes

Data tables
USE: Tables (Data)

Distributivity
UF: Distributive law
BT: Number operations

Distributive law
USE: Distributivity

Dot charts
USE: Dot plots

Down (Direction)
USE: Relative directions

Forwards (Direction)
USE: Relative directions

Fractions and decimals
USE: Fractions

Frontal planes
USE: Coronal planes

Geometric construction
USE: Geometry

Graphing
USE: Graphs

Intervals
BT: Lines
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12262

Left (Direction)
USE: Relative directions

Legends (Graphs)
USE: Key (Data representation)

Line geometry
USE: Lines

Longitudinal planes
BT: Cross sections (Planes)
NT: Coronal planes
Sagittal planes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12233
Median plane
USE: Sagittal planes

Number laws
USE: Number operations

Number sequences
USE: Sequences (Number patterns)

Number series
USE: Series (Number patterns)

Numerical patterns
USE: Number patterns

Objects (Solids)
USE: Solids (Geometry)

Random sampling
BT: Sampling

Rate of change
USE: Rates (Mathematics)

Rates (Mathematics)
UF: Rate of change
BT: Ratios

Recurring decimals
USE: Repeating decimals

Relative directions
UF: Backwards (Direction)
   Down (Direction)
   Forwards (Direction)
   Left (Direction)
   Right (Direction)
   Up (Direction)
BT: Direction (Geometry)

Repeating decimals
UF: Recurring decimals
BT: Decimal fractions
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12487

Right (Direction)
USE: Relative directions

Sagittal planes
UF: Median plane
   Sagittal sections
   BT: Longitudinal planes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12235

Scalars
USE: Measurement

Series (Data)
USE: Time series

Shape classification
USE: Shapes (Geometry)

Similarity (Geometry)
BT: Transformation (Geometry)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12419

Statistical variation
USE: Measures of spread

Stratified sampling
BT: Sampling
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12420

Tables (Multiplication)
USE: Multiplication tables

Timelines (Events)
BT: Line graphs

Transverse planes
UF: Transverse sections
BT: Cross sections (Planes)

Transverse sections
USE: Transverse planes

Unit circles
BT: Circles
RT: Trigonometric functions

Up (Direction)
USE: Relative directions

Variation (Statistics)
USE: Measures of spread

Veitch diagrams
USE: Karnaugh maps
4.2 Modified terms

Central tendency
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Measures of central tendency to Central tendency. BT Data analysis removed, BT Statistics added; 6.2 - BT Statistics removed, BT Data and probability added; 6.5 - BT Statistics and probability removed, BT Data analysis added.
UF: Average
BT: Data analysis
NT: Mean
  Median
  Mode

Cross sections (Planes)
CN: 5.3 - BT Plane geometry removed, BT Planes added; 6.5 - Changed from Cross sections to Cross sections (Planes).
BT: Planes (Geometry)
NT: Longitudinal planes
  Transverse planes

Karnaugh maps
CN: 6.4; 6.5 Removed BT Sets (Algebra). Added BT Diagrams.
UF: K-maps
  Two way tables
  Veitch diagrams
BT: Diagrams

Proofs (Algebra)
CN: 5.3 - BT Mathematical concepts removed, BT Expressions added; 6.2 - BT Mathematical expressions removed, BT Algebra added; 6.5 - Changed from Proofs to Proofs (Algebra).
UF: Mathematical proofs
BT: Algebra
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/7777

Series (Number patterns)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Series to Series (Number patterns).
UF: Number series
BT: Sequences (Number patterns)
NT: Arithmetic series
  Geometric series

Simple closed curves
CN: 6.5
UF: Jordan arcs
BT: Closed curves
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/3880

Tables (Data)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Tables to Tables (Data).
UF: Data tables
BT: Data representation

Tree diagrams
CN: 5.3 - BT Data representation removed; 6.4 - BT Diagrams removed BT Sets (Algebra) added; 6.5 Removed BT Sets (Algebra). Added BT Diagrams.
UF: Markov chains
BT: Diagrams
RT: Probability
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/4839

Venn diagrams
CN: 6.5 - BT Sets (Algebra) removed, BT Boolean algebra added.
BT: Boolean algebra
5 Science

5.1 New terms

Aardvarks
UF: Tubulidentata
BT: Placentals
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12686

Aardwolves
USE: Hyenas

Acorn worms
USE: Hemichordates

Acting at a distance
USE: Fundamental forces

Adenosine triphosphate
USE: ATP

Adipose tissue
USE: Body fat

Aerial locomotion
USE: Flying animals

Aerobic respiration
USE: Respiration

Airways
USE: Respiratory system

Algae (Brown)
USE: Brown algae

Algae (Golden)
USE: Golden algae

Algae (Green)
USE: Green algae

Algae (Red)
USE: Red algae

Algae (Yellow-green)
USE: Yellow-green algae

Alligators
BT: Crocodilians

Amniotic fluid
BT: Body fluids
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12489

Amphipods
USE: Amphipoda

Amphipods
USE: Amphipods

Amphipods
USE: Amphipods

Amphipods
USE: Amphipods

Amphipods
USE: Amphipods

Amphibians
USE: Amphibia

Amphibians
USE: Amphibia

Amphibians
USE: Amphibia

Amphibians
USE: Amphibia

Anaerobic respiration
BT: Cell metabolism

Angwantibos
USE: Lorids

Animal locomotion
USE: Animal movement

Animal nutrition
USE: Nutrition

Anteaters
BT: Xenarthra

Antechinuses
BT: Dasyuromorphia

Apiaries
USE: Beekeeping

Apicomplexa
UF: Babesia
Cryptosporidium
BT: Alveolates
NT: Coccidia
RT: Parasitic infections

Arboreal locomotion
USE: Arboreals

Armadillos
UF: Cingulata
BT: Xenarthra

Artemia
USE: Brine shrimp

Arthroscopy
USE: Arthroscopes

Atom smashing
USE: Particle acceleration

ATP
UF: Adenosine triphosphate
BT: Nucleotides

Axioms
USE: Logic

Babesia
USE: Apicomplexa

Bacillariophyceae
USE: Diatoms

Barnacles
UF: Cirripedia
BT: Crustaceans

Bear cuscuses
BT: Possums
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12659

Beavers
BT: Rodents

Bee-eaters
BT: Coraciiformes

Beefarming
USE: Beekeeping

Bettongs
BT: Potoroids

Binomial naming system
UF: Binomial classification system

Binomial nomenclature
BT: Classification
NT: Genus
Specific name

Bivalvia
USE: Bivalves

Bivalves
UF: Bivalvia
BT: Molluscs
NT: Clams
Oysters
Scallops
Black-tailed phascogales
USE: Tuans

Bladder
USE: Urinary bladder

Blood cells
USE: Blood

Blood platelets
USE: Platelets

Blowies
USE: Blowflies

Body fat
UF: Adipose tissue
     Fatty tissue
BT: Connective tissues

Bolides
USE: Meteors

Bonobos
UF: Pygmy chimpanzees
BT: Chimpanzees

Bone grafting
USE: Medical grafting

Botanical gardens
BT: Parks

Breastmilk
BT: Body fluids
RT: Mammary glands
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12422

Brine shrimp
UF: Artemia
     Sea monkeys
BT: Crustaceans

Brown algae
UF: Algae (Brown)
BT: Heterokonts
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12335

Brownian motion
BT: Elementary particles
     Molecular motion

Brush-tailed marsupial rats
USE: Kowaris

Brush-tailed phascogales
USE: Tuans

Buceros
deae
USE: Hornbills

Caielians
BT: Amphibians

Caimans
BT: Crocodilians
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12700

Captive breeding
BT: Breeding
RT: Artificial selection
     Wildlife conservation

Capybaras
UF: Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris
BT: Rodents

Cartilage
BT: Connective tissues

Cell diversity
USE: Cell differentiation

Cell membranes
BT: Cell structure
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12483

Centaurs (Astronomical objects)
BT: Universe
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12807

Chameleons
BT: Lizards
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12702
Character encoding
USE: Data encoding

Chemical composition
USE: Chemical formulas

Chemical energy
USE: Enthalpy

Chipmunks
BT: Rodents

Chitons
UF: Polyplacophora
BT: Molluscs

Chlorophyta
USE: Green algae

Chlorophytes
USE: Green algae

Cholecyst
USE: Gall bladder

Chrysochloridae
USE: Golden moles

Ciliophora
USE: Ciliates

Ciliates
UF: Ciliophora
BT: Alveolates
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12956

Cingulata
USE: Armadillos

Circular acceleration
USE: Particle acceleration

Cirripedia
USE: Barnacles

Clades
UF: Cladistics
Cladogenesis
Monophyletic groups

Cladistics
USE: Clades

Cladocera
USE: Water fleas

Cladogenesis
USE: Clades

Clam worms
USE: Polychaetes

Clams
UF: Cockles (Bivalves)
Mussels
BT: Bivalves

Club mosses
BT: Plants
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12298

Cladistics
USE: Clades

Cladocera
USE: Water fleas

Cladogenesis
USE: Clades

Clam worms
USE: Polychaetes

Clams
UF: Cockles (Bivalves)
Mussels
BT: Bivalves

Club mosses
BT: Plants
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12298

Coccidia
UF: Isospora
BT: Apicomplexa

Cockles (Bivalves)
USE: Clams

Common chimpanzees
BT: Chimpanzees

Collagens
BT: Connective tissues

Compression (Mechanics)
BT: Stress (Mechanics)

Computer viruses
UF: Viruses (Computer programs)
BT: Malware
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12832
Computer worms
BT: Malware

Conjugation (Genes)
BT: Genes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13027

Connective tissues
UF: Tissues (Animals)
Vascular tissues (Animals)
BT: Animal structure and function
NT: Cartilage
Collagens
Body fat
Ligaments
Tendons
RT: Cell structure

Conservation of mass
USE: Conservation of matter

Conservation of matter
UF: Conservation of mass
BT: Chemical reactions

Conservation of momentum
BT: Momentum
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12427

Constructive forces
USE: Earth movements

Conventional fuels
USE: Fossil fuels

Copepoda
USE: Copepods

Copepods
UF: Copepoda
BT: Crustaceans
NT: Cyclops (Crustaceans)

Coraciiformes
BT: Birds
NT: Bee-eaters
Hoopoe
Hornbills

Coraciidae
USE: Rollers (Birds)

Corneal dystrophy
UF: Corneal opacity
BT: Eye disorders

Corneal opacity
USE: Corneal dystrophy

Cosmetic surgery
USE: Reconstructive surgery

Coulomb's law
USE: Static electricity

Covalence
USE: Covalent bonding

Craneflies
BT: Flies (Insects)

Crawdads
USE: Crayfish

Crawfish
USE: Crayfish

Crayfish
UF: Crawdads
Crawfish
Mudbugs
Yabbies
BT: Decapods
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12305

Croodylus porosus
USE: Saltwater crocodiles

Crinoidea
USE: Feather stars

Coraciiformes
BT: Birds
NT: Alligators
Caimans

Crocodilians
BT: Reptiles

Crocodylus porosus
USE: Saltwater crocodiles

Crinoidea
USE: Feather stars
Crocodiles
Gharials

Cryptosporidium
USE: Apicomplexa

Cuscuses
UF: Phalangers
Spilocuscuses
Stringocuscuses
BT: Possums

Cuttlefish
UF: Sepiida
BT: Molluscs

Cyclops (Crustaceans)
UF: Cyclopteraidae
Cyclopterus
BT: Copepods

Cyclopterus
USE: Cyclops (Crustaceans)

Cynomys
USE: Prairie dogs

Daphnia
USE: Water fleas

Dasyures
USE: Dasyuromorphia

Dasyuromorphia
UF: Dasyures
Dasyuridae
BT: Marsupials
NT: Antechinuses
Dibblers
Dunnarts
Kowaris
Numbats
Phascogales
Quolls
Tasmanian devils
Tasmanian tigers
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12666

Dasyuridae
USE: Dasyuromorphia

Data compression
USE: Data encoding

Data encoding
UF: Character encoding
Data compression
BT: Data processing

Data patterns
USE: Data analysis

Decapods
BT: Crustaceans
NT: Crabs
Crayfish
Lobsters
Prawns
Shrimps

Deflection (Motion)
BT: Trajectory

Deformation (Mechanics)
USE: Displacement (Motion)

Deoxyribonucleotides
USE: Nucleotides

Destructive forces
USE: Earth movements

Diatoms
UF: Bacillariophyceae
BT: Heterokonts

Dibblers
UF: Parantechinus apicalis
BT: Dasyuromorphia

Dinoflagellates
BT: Alveolates
**Dinucleotides**
USE: Nucleotides

**Dipole moments**
USE: Magnetic moments

**Diprotodons**
BT: Marsupials
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12682

**Displacement (Fluids)**
UF: Fluid displacement
BT: Fluid flow

**D stereoisomerism**
USE: Stereoisomerism

**Dragon lizards**
BT: Lizards

**Drosophila**
USE: Fruit flies

**Dunnarts**
BT: Dasyuromorphia

**Earthmoving**
USE: Excavations (Engineering)

**Ecodesign**
USE: Industrial design

**Ecofootprint**
USE: Human impact

**Ecological design**
USE: Human impact

**Ecological footprint**
USE: Human impact

**Egg cells**
USE: Ova

**Electrochemical reactions**
UF: Electrochemistry
BT: Chemical reactions
NT: Electrolysis
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12853

**Electrochemistry**
USE: Electrochemical reactions

**Electrostatic fields**
USE: Static electricity

**Emissions trading scheme**
USE: Emissions trading

**Empirical formulae**
USE: Chemical formulas

**Empirical formulas**
USE: Chemical formulas

**Endoscopy**
USE: Endoscopes

**Energy forms**
USE: Forces and energy

**Energy stations**
USE: Power stations

**Energy transformation**
USE: Energy conversion

**Entropy**
BT: Heat flow

**Environmental science**
USE: Environmental management

**Equisetum**
USE: Horsetails

**Erythrocytes**
USE: Pus

**Estuarine crocodiles**
USE: Saltwater crocodiles

**ETS**
USE: Emissions trading

**Etymology**
USE: Lexicology

**Euglena**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>URI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euglenozoa</td>
<td>USE: Euglenozoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euglenids</td>
<td>USE: Euglenozoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euglenoids</td>
<td>USE: Euglenozoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euglenozoa</td>
<td>UF: Euglena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euglenids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euglenoids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trypanosoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BT: Eukaryotes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibitions</td>
<td>USE: Exhibits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanworms</td>
<td>USE: Polychaetes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty tissue</td>
<td>USE: Body fat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feather stars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UF: Crinoidea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sea lilies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BT: Echinodermos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feathertail gliders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BT: Possums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>URI: <a href="http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12753">http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12753</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding (Animals)</td>
<td>USE: Animal feeding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flagella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BT: Organelles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT: Animal movement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap-foots</td>
<td>USE: Legless lizards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid displacement</td>
<td>USE: Displacement (Fluids)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid dynamics</td>
<td>USE: Fluid flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
USE: Place names

Geological evidence
USE: Archaeology

Gerbils
BT: Rodents
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12763

Gharials
BT: Crocodilians

Gingkos
BT: Plants
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12313

Gliders (Possums)
USE: Possums

Gliding animals
UF: Gliding (Animals)
BT: Flying animals
RT: Hang gliders
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12727

Gliding (Animals)
USE: Gliding animals

Gnats
BT: Flies (Insects)

Goannas
BT: Monitor lizards

Golden moles
UF: Chrysochloridae
BT: Placentals

Gonads (Female)
USE: Ovaries (Gonads)

Gonads (Male)
USE: Testes

Golden algae
UF: Algae (Golden)
BT: Heterokonts

Grafting (Medicine)
USE: Medical grafting

Gravitational slingshot
USE: Gravity assist

Gravity assist
UF: Gravitational slingshot
BT: Orbital manoeuvres

Greater gliders
BT: Possums

Green algae
UF: Algae (Green)
Chlorophyta
Chlorophytes
Green seaweed
Seaweed (Green)
Spirogyra
Streptophytina
Volvox
Zygnema
BT: Plants
NT: Stoneworts

Green seaweed
USE: Green algae

Ground sloths
USE: Sloths

GTP
UF: Guanosine triphosphate
BT: Nucleotides

Guanosine triphosphate
USE: GTP

Haematocrit
USE: Pus

Hagfish
UF: Myxini
BT: Chordates
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12325
Harvestmen
UF: Opiliones
BT: Arachnids
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12327

Hemichorda
USE: Hemichordates

Hemichordates
UF: Acorn worms
Hemichorda
BT: Invertebrates

Hepatics
USE: Liverworts

Heterokonts
UF: Stramenopiles
BT: Eukaryotes
NT: Brown algae
Diatoms
Golden algae
Hornworts
Yellow-green algae
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12333

Histology
USE: Cell structure

Hohmann transfers
BT: Orbital manoeuvres

Honey possums
UF: Noolbengers
Tarsipes rostratus
BT: Possums

Hoopoe
UF: Upupa epops
Upupidae
BT: Coraciiformes

Hopping mice
UF: Kangaroo rats
Notomys
BT: Rodents
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12663

Hornworts
BT: Heterokonts
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12339

Hornbills
UF: Bucerotidae
BT: Coraciiformes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12735

Horseflies
UF: March flies
BT: Flies (Insects)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12622

Horseshoe crabs
UF: Limulids
Limulus
BT: Arthropods

Horsetails
UF: Equisetum
BT: Ferns

Human kinetics
USE: Human movement

Hyraxes
BT: Placentals
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12743

Hydra
USE: Hydrozoans

Hydrochaeris hydrochaeris
USE: Capybaras

Hydrozoa
USE: Hydrozoans

Hydrozoans
UF: Hydra
Hydrozoa
BT: Cnidaria

Iguanas
BT: Lizards

Impulses (Mechanics)
BT: Momentum

Inheritance (Genes)
USE: Heredity

Instincts
USE: Motivation

Isomers
USE: Isomerism

Isospora
USE: Coccidia

Isopods
USE: Woodlice

Johnston's crocodile
USE: Freshwater crocodiles

K-maps
USE: Karnaugh maps

Kaka
UF: New Zealand Kaka
BT: Parrots

Kangaroo rats
USE: Hopping mice

Kawiri
USE: Kowaris

Kayer rats
USE: Kowaris

Kea
UF: Nestor notabilis
BT: Parrots

Keystroke logging
USE: Spyware

Lampreys
BT: Fishes

Kingfishers
BT: Coraciiformes

Kowaris
UF: Brush-tailed marsupial rats
Kawiri
Kayer rats
BT: Dasyuromorphia
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12722

Land rates
USE: Property tax

Leadbeater’s possums
BT: Possums
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12755

Legacy systems
BT: Data storage

Legless lizards
UF: Flap-foots
Pygopodidae
BT: Lizards
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12706

Leucocytes
USE: White blood cells

Leukocytes
USE: White blood cells

Limulids
USE: Horseshoe crabs

Limulus
USE: Horseshoe crabs

Liverworts
UF: Hepatics
Marchantiophyta
BT: Plants

Lorids
UF: Angwantibos
Lorises
Lorisidae
Pottos
BT: Primates
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12692

Lorises
USE: Lorids

Lobsters
BT: Decapods
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12304

Lorisidae
USE: Lorids

Lugworms
USE: Polychaetes

Lungfish
BT: Bony fishes

Lymph
BT: Body fluids
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12433

Macropods
BT: Marsupials
NT: Kangaroos
Pademelons
Tree kangaroos
Wallabies
Wallaroos

Maggots
USE: Larvae

Magnetic energy
USE: Magnetism

Magnetic moments
UF: Dipole moments
BT: Magnetism

Magnets
USE: Magnetism

Main sequence stars
BT: Stars (Universe)

Malware
UF: Badware
Malicious software
BT: Computer programs
NT: Computer viruses
Computer worms
Spyware
Trojans (Computer programs)
Worms (Computer programs)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12830

Malignant software
USE: Malware

Mammary glands
BT: Exocrine glands
RT: Breastmilk

March flies
USE: Horseflies

Marchantiophyta
USE: Liverworts

March flies
USE: Horseflies

Marine transport
USE: Water transport

Marsupial lions
UF: Thylacoleo carnifex
Thylacoleonidae
BT: Marsupials

Mechanical stress
USE: Stress (Mechanics)

Mendelian genetics
USE: Mendelian inheritance

Mendelian inheritance
UF: Mendelian genetics
BT: Heredity

Mesolithic era
BT: Eras

Meteor strikes
USE: Meteors
**Microbes (Cells)**
USE: Cells

**Microbes (Fungi)**
USE: Fungi

**Microbes (Life)**
USE: Living things

**Microbes (Viruses)**
USE: Viruses (Life)

**Microorganisms (Cells)**
USE: Cells

**Microorganisms (Viruses)**
USE: Viruses (Life)

**Midges**
BT: Flies (Insects)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12625

**Mildew**
USE: Fungal infections

**Molecular diffusion**
USE: Diffusion

**Molecular motion**
BT: Molecular forces
NT: Brownian motion
Kinetic theory

**Mollusca**
USE: Molluscs

**Monitor lizards**
BT: Lizards
NT: Goannas

**Monophyletic groups**
USE: Clades

**Monophyly**
USE: Clades

**Monoplacophora**
UF: Monoplacophorans
BT: Molluscs

**Monoplacophorans**
USE: Monoplacophora

**Morphology (Animals)**
USE: Animal structure and function

**Morphology (Plants)**
USE: Plant structure and function

**Movement (Animals)**
USE: Animal movement

**Movement (Human)**
USE: Human movement

**Mudbugs**
USE: Crayfish

**Multicellular organisms**
USE: Cell structure

**Mucus**
BT: Body fluids

**Musca domestica**
USE: Houseflies

**Mussels**
USE: Clams

**Myrmecobius fasciatus**
USE: Numbats

**Myodesopsia**
USE: Floaters

**Myxini**
USE: Hagfish

**Myxozoa**
USE: Myxozoans

**Myxozoans**
UF: Myxozoa
BT: Cnidaria

**Native animals**
USE: Native species
Natural catastrophes
USE: Natural disasters

Nautili
USE: Nautiluses

Nautiluses
UF: Nautili
BT: Molluscs

Nematodes
USE: Roundworms

Nemertea
USE: Ribbon worms

Nestor notabilis
USE: Kea

New Zealand Kaka
USE: Kaka

Neuroscience
USE: Nervous system

Non-locality
USE: Fundamental forces

Noolbengers
USE: Honey possums

Notomys
USE: Hopping mice

Notostraca
USE: Shield shrimp

Nuclear catastrophes
USE: Nuclear disasters

Nucleotides
UF: Deoxyribonucleotides
Dinucleotides
Ribonucleotides
BT: Nucleic acids
NT: ATP
GTP
RT: Cell metabolism
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12783

Numbats
UF: Myrmecobius fasciatus
BT: Dasyuromorphia

Oligochaetes
USE: Earthworms

Onychophora
USE: Velvet worms

Opiliones
USE: Harvestmen

Orbital manoeuvres
BT: Space flight
NT: Gravity assist
Hohmann transfers
Space rendezvous

Organisms
USE: Living things

Ostracoda
USE: Ostracods

Ostracods
UF: Ostracoda
BT: Crustaceans

Pademelons
BT: Macropods

Paleolithic era
USE: Palaeolithic era

Paramecium
USE: Ciliates

Paraphyly
UF: Paraphyletic groups
Phylogeny
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12822

Paraphyletic groups
USE: Paraphyly

Particle acceleration
UF: Atom smashing
Circular acceleration
Ring acceleration
BT: Magnetism

PCR
USE: Polymerase chain reaction

Peripatus
USE: Velvet worms

Phalangers
USE: Cuscuses

Phascogales
UF: Wambengers
BT: Dasyuromorphia
NT: Red-tailed phascogales
Tuans

Phascogale calura
USE: Red-tailed phascogales

Phenotypes
USE: Physical characteristics

Photoelectric cells
USE: Solar cells

Phyletic gradualism
USE: Speciation

Phylogenetic groups
USE: Phylogeny

Phylogenetics
USE: Phylogeny

Phylogeny
UF: Phylogenetic groups
Phylogenetics
BT: Evolution
NT: Clades

Paraphyly
Polyphyly

Pill bugs
USE: Woodlice

Pines
USE: Pine trees

Pinoideae
USE: Pine trees

Pinus
USE: Pine trees

Planetary motion
USE: Orbits

Plant science
USE: Plant structure and function

Plants and animals
USE: Eukaryotes

Plasma (Blood)
USE: Blood

Plastic surgery
USE: Reconstructive surgery

Platelets
UF: Blood platelets
Thrombocytes
BT: Blood
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12436

Polychaetes
UF: Clam worms
Fanworms
Lugworms
Polychaeta
Ragworms
Sandworms

Phylogenetic groups
USE: Phylogeny

Phylogenetics
USE: Phylogeny

BT: Segmented worms
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12366

Polychaeta
BT: Segmented worms

Polymerase chain reaction
UF: PCR
BT: Genetic engineering

Plastic surgery
USE: Reconstructive surgery
**Polychaeta**
USE: Polychaetes

**Polychaetes**
USE: Polyplacophora
USE: Polyplacophora
USE: Polyphyletic groups
USE: Polyphyletic groups
USE: Polyphyly
USE: Polyphyly
USE: Polyphyly

**Polyphyly**
UF: Polyphyletic groups
BT: Phylogeny
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12823

**Porcupines**
BT: Rodents
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12764

**Potoroids**
USE: Potoroids

**Potoroids**
UF: Potoroidae
BT: Marsupials
NT: Bettongs
Potoroos
Rufous rat kangaroos
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12650

**Potoroos**
BT: Potoroids
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12653

**Pottos**
USE: Lorids

**Proboscis worms**
USE: Ribbon worms

**Proof (Evidence)**
USE: Evidence

**Punctuated equilibrium**
USE: Speciation

**Prairie dogs**
UF: Cynomys
BT: Rodents
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12765

**Pus**
UF: Erythrocytes

**Haematocrit**
BT: Body fluids
RT: Bacterial infections
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12441

**Pygmy chimpanzees**
USE: Bonobos

**Pygmy possums**
BT: Possums
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12756

**Pygopodidae**
USE: Legless lizards

**Quolls**
BT: Dasyuromorphia
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12669

**Radiant energy**
USE: Electromagnetic radiation

**Ragworms**
USE: Polychaetes

**Randomness**
USE: Measures of spread

**Red alga**
UF: Algae (Red)

**Red algae**

**Red seaweed**
BT: Plants
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12373

**Red-tailed phascogales**
USE: Red-tailed phascogales

**Red-tailed phascogales**
UF: Phascogale calura

**Red-tailed wambengers**
USE: Red-tailed phascogales

**Red-tailed wambengers**
BT: Phascogales
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12750

**Reduction (Redox reactions)**

USE: Redox reactions

**Refuges (Environment)**
USE: Sheltering behaviour

**Refuges (Wildlife sanctuaries)**
USE: Wildlife sanctuaries

**Reproductive system (Animals)**
USE: Animal reproduction

**Resizing**
USE: Dilation

**Reversibility (Chemical reactions)**
USE: Chemical reactions

**Rhodophyta**
USE: Red algae

Ribbon worms
UF: Nemertea
Proboscis worms
BT: Invertebrates

**Ribonucleotides**
USE: Nucleotides

Ring acceleration
USE: Particle acceleration

Ringtailed possums
BT: Possums

**Rock-wallabies**
USE: Wallabies

Rollers (Birds)
UF: Coraciidae
BT: Coraciiformes

**Rotifera**
USE: Rotifers

**Sagittal sections**
USE: Sagittal planes

Saltwater crocodiles
UF: Crocodylus porosus
Estuarine crocodiles
BT: Crocodiles

Sandworms
USE: Polychaetes

Sarcophilus harrisii
USE: Tasmanian devils

Scallopss
BT: Bivalves

Sea lilies
USE: Feather stars

Sea monkeys
USE: Brine shrimp

Seaweed (Red)
USE: Red algae

**Semen**
UF: Seminal fluid
BT: Body fluids

**Sediments (Deposition)**
USE: Sedimentation

**Rhodophyta**
USE: Red algae

**UF: Nemertea**

**BT: Invertebrates**

**Ribonucleotides**
USE: Nucleotides

**Ring acceleration**
USE: Particle acceleration

**Ringtailed possums**
BT: Possums

**Rock-wallabies**
USE: Wallabies

**Rollers (Birds)**
UF: Coraciidae
BT: Coraciiformes

**Rotifera**
USE: Rotifers

**Sagittal sections**
USE: Sagittal planes

Saltwater crocodiles
UF: Crocodylus porosus
Estuarine crocodiles
BT: Crocodiles

Sandworms
USE: Polychaetes

Sarcophilus harrisii
USE: Tasmanian devils

Scallopss
BT: Bivalves

Sea lilies
USE: Feather stars

Sea monkeys
USE: Brine shrimp

Seaweed (Red)
USE: Red algae

**Semen**
UF: Seminal fluid
BT: Body fluids

**Sediments (Deposition)**
USE: Sedimentation

**Rhodophyta**
USE: Red algae

**UF: Nemertea**

**BT: Invertebrates**

**Ribonucleotides**
USE: Nucleotides

**Ring acceleration**
USE: Particle acceleration

**Ringtailed possums**
BT: Possums

**Rock-wallabies**
USE: Wallabies

**Rollers (Birds)**
UF: Coraciidae
BT: Coraciiformes

**Rotifera**
USE: Rotifers

**Sagittal sections**
USE: Sagittal planes

Saltwater crocodiles
UF: Crocodylus porosus
Estuarine crocodiles
BT: Crocodiles

Sandworms
USE: Polychaetes

Sarcophilus harrisii
USE: Tasmanian devils

Scallopss
BT: Bivalves

Sea lilies
USE: Feather stars

Sea monkeys
USE: Brine shrimp

Seaweed (Red)
USE: Red algae

**Semen**
UF: Seminal fluid
BT: Body fluids

**Sediments (Deposition)**
USE: Sedimentation
Seminal fluid
USE: Semen

Sepiida
USE: Cuttlefish

Shades (Eyeglasses)
USE: Sunglasses

Shading (Sheltering)
USE: Sheltering behaviour

Shellfish (Molluscs)
USE: Molluscs

Shelters (Environment)
USE: Sheltering behaviour

Shield shrimp
UF: Notostraca
Tadpole shrimp
Triops
BT: Crustaceans

Sine
USE: Tendons

Single-celled organisms
USE: Cell structure

Skin grafting
USE: Medical grafting

Skinks
BT: Lizards

Sloths
UF: Ground sloths
Tree sloths
BT: Xenarthra

Space docking
USE: Space rendezvous

Space rendezvous
UF: Space docking
BT: Orbital manoeuvres
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12868

Specific epithet
USE: Specific name

Sperm
UF: Spermatozoa
Spermatozoon
BT: Gametes
NT: Pollen
RT: Testes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12454

Specific name
UF: Specific epithet
BT: Binomial classification system
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12797

Spermatozoa
USE: Sperm

Spilocuscuses
USE: Cuscuses

Spirogyra
USE: Green algae

Spleen
BT: Circulatory system
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12457

Spyware
UF: Keystroke logging
BT: Malware

Squirrel gliders
BT: Possums

Squirrels
BT: Rodents
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12766

Stance (Body position)
USE: Posture (Body position)

Stereoisomerism
UF: Distereoisomerism
Stereoisomers
BT: Isomerism
RT: Chirality

Stereoisomers
USE: Stereoisomerism

Stramenopiles
USE: Heterokonts

Streptophytina
USE: Green algae

Stoneworts
BT: Green algae

Stress (Mechanics)
UF: Mechanical stress
BT: Displacement (Motion)
NT: Compression (Mechanics)
Tension (Mechanics)
RT: Elasticity (Deformation)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12640

Strigocuscuses
USE: Cuscuses

Sugar gliders
BT: Possums
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12758

Sustainable futures
USE: Sustainable development

Tadpole shrimp
USE: Shield shrimp

Tarsipes rostratus
USE: Honey possums

Tasmanian devils
UF: Sarcophilus harrisii
BT: Dasyuromorphia
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12668

Tasmanian tigers
UF: Thylacine
Thylacinus cynocephalus
BT: Dasyuromorphia

Tautomerism
UF: Tautomers
BT: Isomerism

Tautomers
USE: Tautomerism

Tendons
UF: Sinew
BT: Connective tissues

Tension (Mechanics)
UF: Unbalanced forces
BT: Stress (Mechanics)
RT: Reciprocal actions
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12920

Thrombocytes
USE: Platelets

Thylacinine
USE: Tasmanian tigers

Thylacinus cynocephalus
USE: Tasmanian tigers

Thylacoleo carnifex
USE: Marsupial lions

Thylacoleonidae
USE: Marsupial lions

Timber staining
USE: Staining (Coating)

Tissues (Animals)
USE: Connective tissues

Tissues (Plants)
USE: Vascular tissues (Plants)

Toponymy
USE: Place names

Tree sloths
USE: Sloths

Trilobites
Trilobites
UF: Trilobita
BT: Arthropods

Triops
USE: Shield shrimp

Trojans (Computer programs)
BT: Malware

True bugs
USE: Hemiptera

True flies
USE: Flies (Insects)

True shrimp
USE: Shrimps

Trypanosoma
USE: Euglenozoa

Tuans
UF: Black-tailed phascogales
Brush-tailed phascogales
BT: Phascogales

Tubulidentata
USE: Aardvarks

Tunicata
USE: Tunicates

Tusk shells
UF: Scaphopoda
BT: Molluscs

Unbalanced forces
USE: Tension (Mechanics)

Unicellular organisms
USE: Cell structure

Universal gravitation
BT: Gravity

Upupa epops
USE: Hoopoe
Whirlpools
USE: Vortices

White blood cells
UF: Leucocytes
Leukocytes
BT: Blood
NT: Immune system

Woodlice
UF: Isopods
Pill bugs
Slaters
Woodlouse
BT: Crustaceans

Wood staining
USE: Staining (Coating)

Woodlouse
USE: Woodlice

Worms (Computer programs)
BT: Malware

Worms (Segmented)
USE: Segmented worms

Xanthophyceae
USE: Yellow-green algae

Yellow-green algae
UF: Algae (Yellow-green)
Xanthophyceae
BT: Heterokonts
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12338

Xenarthra
BT: Placentals
NT: Anteaters
Armadillos
Sloths
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12687

Yellow-bellied gliders
BT: Possums

Zygnema
USE: Green algae
5.2 Modified terms

Algal protists
CN: 6.5 - Change from Algae to Algal protists.
BT: Protists
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/969

Animal movement
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Movement (Physiology) to Movement (Animals). BT Physiology removed, BT Structure and function (Animals) added; 6.5 - Changed from Movement (Animals) to Animal movement.
UF: Animal locomotion
  - Animal mechanics
  - Biomechanics
  - Movement (Animals)
BT: Animal structure and function
NT: Animal tracks
  - Arboreals
  - Flying animals
  - Hopping
  - Non-locomotor movement
  - Posture (Body position)
  - Running
  - Swimming
  - Walking
RT: Flagella
  - Motion
  - Motor skills

Arboreals
CN: 5.3 - BT Animals removed, BT Sheltering behaviour added; 6.5 - BT Sheltering behaviour removed, BT Animal movement added.
UF: Arboreal animals
  - Arboreal locomotion
  - Tree dwelling animals
BT: Animal movement

Beekeeping
CN: 5.2; 6.5 - Removed BT Animal husbandry. Added BT Agriculture.
UF: Apiaries
  - Apiculture
  - Beefarming
BT: Agriculture
RT: Bees
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/1265

Blood
CN: 6.5 - Removed BT Circulatory system. Added BT Body fluids.
UF: Blood cells
  - Plasma (Blood)
BT: Body fluids
NT: Platelets
  - White blood cells
RT: Blood pressure
  - Blood vessels

Coalification
BT: Decomposition (Living things)
RT: Coal
CN: 6.5 - BT Coal removed, BT Decomposition added.

Conservation of energy
CN: 5.3 - USE Thermodynamics removed, BT Energy conversion added; 6.5 - Scope note added.
SN: Use for resources about the empirical law of physics. For resources about minimisation of energy consumption use Energy use.
BT: Energy conversion
NT: Energy conversion efficiency

Crabs
CN: 6.5 - BT Crustaceans removed, BT Decapods added.
BT: Decapods
NT: Fiddler crabs

Crocodiles
CN: 6.5 - BT Reptiles removed, BT Crocodilians added.
BT: Crocodilians
NT: Freshwater crocodiles
  - Saltwater crocodiles

Data processing
CN: 6.2 - BT Data removed, BT Information sciences added; 6.5 - BT Information sciences removed, BT Information and communication technologies added.
SN: Use for resources about the systematic handling, manipulation, and computation of information by machines.
BT: Information and communication technologies
NT: Artificial intelligence
  - Automation
  - Computer programming
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Data encoding
Databases
Probeware

Diamonds (Gemstones)
BT: Gemstones
RT: Coal
Jewellery
CN: 6.5 - BT Coal removed, BT Gemstones added.

Displacement (Motion)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Displacement to Displacement (Motion).
UF: Deformation (Mechanics)
BT: Motion
NT: Stress (Mechanics)

Electrolysis
CN: 5.3 - BT Electrochemistry removed, BT Redox reactions added; 6.5 - BT Redox relations removed, BT Electrolysis added.
BT: Electrochemical reactions
NT: Electrodes
RT: Electrolytes

Energy conversion efficiency
CN: 5.3; 6.5 Changed from Energy efficiency to Energy conversion efficiency. Removed BT Conservation of energy, Added BT Energy conversion.
BT: Conservation of energy
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/9732

Energy use
CN: 5.3 - BT Energy removed, BT Power supply added; 6.5 - Removed BT Power supply. Added BT Energy resources.
UF: Energy conservation
Energy consumption
BT: Energy resources
RT: Energy storage

Enthalpy
CN: 5.3 - BT Chemistry and Energy removed, BT Stored energy added; 6.5 - Changed from Chemical energy to Enthalpy. BT Potential energy removed, BT Chemical reactions added.
UF: Chemical energy

BT: Chemical reactions
NT: Endothermic reactions
Exothermic reactions
Fuel
RT: Batteries
Heat flow
Nutrition
Potential energy
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/2301

Excavations (Archaeology)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Excavations to Excavations (Archaeology).
UF: Digs
BT: Archaeology

Gender (Physical characteristics)
CN: 5.3 - BT Representation removed; 6.5 - Changed from Gender to Gender (Physical characteristics).
UF: Sex
BT: Physical characteristics
NT: Females
Males
RT: Gender equity
Gender identity

Genotypes
CN: 5.3 - BT Genetics removed, BT Heredity added; 6.5 - Changed from Genotype to Genotypes.
SN: Use for resources about the genetic makeup of an organism or a group of organisms.
BT: Heredity
NT: Genetic dominance
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/6529

Gliders (Aircraft)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Gliders to Gliders (Aircraft)
UF: Sailplanes
BT: Aircraft
NT: Hang gliders

Herbaceous plants
CN: 6.3; 6.5 - Removed BT Plants. Added BT Plant growth.
UF: Herbs (Plants)
BT: Plant growth

Human impact
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Human activity impact to Human impact; 6.5 - USE Environmental impact removed, BT Environmental impact added.

UF: Carbon footprint
Ecofootprint
Ecological design
Ecological footprint
BT: Environmental impact
RT: Sustainable development

Hypotheses
CN: 5.3; 6.5 - USE Predictions removed BT Scientific method added.
UF: Conjecture
BT: Scientific method

Kangaroos
CN: 6.5 - BT Marsupials removed, BT Macropods added.
BT: Macropods
NT: Red kangaroos

Kookaburras
CN: 6.5 - BT Birds removed, BT Kingfishers added.
BT: Kingfishers
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/2528

Merinos
CN: 5.3 - BT Australasian sheep breeds removed, BT Sheep breeds added; 6.5 - Changed from Australasian Merinos to Merinos.
UF: Australasian Merinos
Spanish Merinos
BT: Sheep breeds

Motor skills
CN: 5.0 - BT Skills removed; 5.3 - BT Movement (Physiology) removed; 6.5 - Removed BT Psychology.
Added BT Human movement.
UF: Coordination skills
Fine motor skills
Gross motor skills
Motor ability
Psychomotor skills
BT: Human movement
NT: Balancing
Lateral dominance
RT: Animal movement

Native species
CN: 5.3; 6.5 - Changed from Indigenous species to Native species.
UF: Indigenous species
Native animals
Native plants
BT: Ecosystems
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/9862

Nets (Geometry)
CN: 6.5 Changed from Nets to Nets (Geometry).
UF: Planer nets
BT: Shapes (Geometry)
RT: Solids (Geometry)

Organelles
CN: 5.3; 6.5 Removed BT Cells. Added BT Cell structure.
BT: Cell structure
NT: Cell nuclei
Endoplasmic reticulum
Flagella
Golgi apparatus
Lyosomes
Mitochondria
Plastids
Ribosomes
Vacuoles

Ovaries (Gonads)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Ovaries to Ovaries (Gonads).
UF: Gonads (Female)
BT: Gonads
RT: Oviduct
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/6629

Ovaries (Plants)
CN: 5.3 - BT Plant physiology removed, BT Plant reproduction added; 6.5 - Changed from Fruits to Ovaries (Plants).
SN: Use for resources about the Botanical investigation of plants or their parts with respect to fruit. For resources on the consumption, harvest, preparation or sale of the edible part of a plant developed from a flower, with any accessory tissues, as the peach, mulberry, banana, etc. use Fruit.
UF: Fruit (Ovaries)
BT: Plant reproduction
RT: Fruit (Food)

Oysters
CN: 6.5 - BT Molluscs removed, BT Bivalves added.
BT: Bivalves
RT: Oyster farming

Plasmas (Ionised gases)
CN: 5.3; 6.5 - Changed from Plasmas to Plasmas (Ionised gases).
BT: States of matter
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/9505

Prawns
CN: 6.5 - BT Crustaceans removed, BT Decapods added.
BT: Decapods

Pressure
CN: 5.3 - BT Forces removed, BT Kinetic energy added;
6.4 - BT Kinetic energy removed, BT Kinetic theory added; 6.5 - BT Kinetic theory removed, BT Molecular forces added.
BT: Molecular forces
NT: Air pressure
Vacuums
RT: Boilers
Engines
Manometers
Pressure units
Thermal expansion
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/2709

Property tax
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Rates to Property tax.
UF: Council rates
  Land rates
  Rates (Tax)
BT: Taxes

Satellites (Space technology)
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Artificial satellites to Satellites; 6.5 - Changed from Satellites to Satellites (Space technology).
BT: Space technology
NT: Satellite communications
  Weather satellites
RT: Moons
Remote sensing
Spaceships
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/1742

Shrimps
CN: 6.5 - BT Crustaceans removed, BT Decapods added.
UF: True shrimp
BT: Decapods
NT: Shield shrimps

Similarity (Classification)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Similarity to Similarity (Classification).
UF: Difference (Classification)
BT: Properties

Slime moulds
CN: 5.3; 6.5 - BT Protists removed, BT Amoeboza added.
BT: Amoeboza

Sweat
CN: 5.3 - BT Body fluids removed, BT Sweat glands added; 6.5 Removed BT Sweat glands. Added BT Body fluids.
BT: Body fluids
RT: Sweating
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/2672

Tree kangaroos
CN: 5.2; 6.5 - BT Kangaroos removed, BT Macropods added.
BT: Macropods

Urinary bladder
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Bladder to Urinary bladder.
UF: Bladder
BT: Excretory organs
RT: Cystoscopes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/2585

Variation (Biology)
CN: 5.3 - BT Biology removed, made non preferred term for Biodiversity and Genetic variation; 6.5 - Changed from Variation (Biology) to Variation (Ecosystems). USE Genetic variation removed.
USE: Biodiversity
Viruses (Life)
CN: 5.3 - BT Biology removed, BT Life sciences added. Qualifier removed; 6.5 - Changed from Viruses to Viruses (Life).
UF: Microbes (Viruses)
  Microorganisms (Viruses)
BT: Life
RT: Bacteria
  Diseases
  Pathogens
  Viral infections
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/635

Wallabies
CN: 6.5 - BT Marsupials removed, BT Macropods added.
UF: Rock-wallabies
BT: Macropods
6 Language

6.1 New terms

Action verbs
USE: Verbs

Action words
USE: Verbs

Alphabetical order
UF: Alphabetisation
  Alphabetizing skills
  Collation
  Filing order
  Filing rules
BT: Alphabets (Writing systems)
RT: Classification
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12993

Alphabetisation
USE: Alphabetical order

Alphabetizing skills
USE: Alphabetical order

Articles (Grammar)
UF: Definite articles
  Indefinite articles
BT: Determiners

Aspect (Grammar)
UF: Grammatical aspect
BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Auslan
UF: Australian sign language
BT: Sign language
RT: Australian English

Australian sign language
USE: Auslan

Calques
BT: Word formation

Citation
USE: Referencing

Cliches
BT: Idioms
RT: Stereotypes

Closed-ended questions
USE: Closed questions

Closed questions
UF: Closed-ended questions
BT: Questions

Collation
USE: Alphabetical order

Collective nouns
UF: Group nouns
BT: Plurals

Colloquial metaphors
USE: Idioms

Colloquialisms
USE: Colloquial language

Commands
BT: Instructions

Conclusions
USE: Judgement

Conjugation (Grammar)
UF: Grammatical conjugation
  Participles
BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Copyediting
BT: Editing

Count nouns
BT: Plurals

Cue cards
UF: Note cards
Palm cards
BT: Oral presentations
RT: Autocues

Dramatic structure
USE: Structure (Rhetorical device)

Dramatisations
USE: Drama

Declension
BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Decoding skills
USE: Word attack

Definite articles
USE: Articles (Grammar)

BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Decoding skills
USE: Word attack

Definite articles
USE: Articles (Grammar)

BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Demonstratives
BT: Objects (Grammar)

Derivational morphemes
USE: Derivation (Grammar)

Determiners
BT: Words
NT: Articles (Grammar)

Diatype
USE: Register (Language)

Diphthongs
USE: Vowels

Direct speech
UF: Quoted speech
BT: Dialogue
RT: Quotation marks
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13035

Discourse connectives
USE: Text connectives

Discourses (Literary)
USE: Essays

Discourses (Spoken texts)
USE: Spoken texts

Divergent spelling
USE: Spelling variations

Dramatic structure
USE: Structure (Rhetorical device)

Dramatisations
USE: Drama

Declension
BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Decoding skills
USE: Word attack

Definite articles
USE: Articles (Grammar)

BT: Inflection (Grammar)

Demonstratives
BT: Objects (Grammar)

Derivational morphemes
USE: Derivation (Grammar)

Determiners
BT: Words
NT: Articles (Grammar)

Diatype
USE: Register (Language)

Diphthongs
USE: Vowels

Direct speech
UF: Quoted speech
BT: Dialogue
RT: Quotation marks
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13035

Discourse connectives
USE: Text connectives

Discourses (Literary)
USE: Essays

Discourses (Spoken texts)
USE: Spoken texts

Divergent spelling
USE: Spelling variations
Non-finite verbs
USE: Infinitives

Note cards
USE: Cue cards

Number (Grammar)
UF: Grammatical number
Quantifiers
BT: Inflection (Grammar)
RT: Measure words
Plurals

Numeral classifiers
USE: Measure words

Objective pronouns
USE: Pronouns

Open-ended questions
USE: Open questions

Open questions
UF: Open-ended questions
BT: Questions

Orthography
USE: Language conventions

Palm cards
USE: Cue cards

Parallel construction
USE: Parallelism (Grammar)

Paraphrasing
USE: Retelling

Participles
USE: Conjugation (Grammar)

Periods (Punctuation)
USE: Full stops

Personal pronouns

Persuasions
USE: Persuasive techniques

Phonemes
UF: Letter sounds
Phonemics
BT: Speech

Phonemics
USE: Phonemes

Politeness
USE: Manners (Etiquette)

Possessive pronouns
UF: Possessives
BT: Pronouns

Possessives
USE: Possessive pronouns

Postcards
USE: Greeting cards

Precis
USE: Summarising

Primary sources
UF: Historical archives
BT: Authenticity (Texts)

Procedural texts
USE: Procedures

Prosody (Poetry)
USE: Metre (Poetry)

Prosody (Speech)
USE: Speech

Quantifiers
USE: Number (Grammar)

Quoted speech
USE: Direct speech
Recasting
USE: Editing

Reconstructions (Events)
USE: Factual recounts

Recounts (Literary)
USE: Literary recounts

Referencing
UF: Citation
BT: Composing (Texts)
NT: Footnotes
Plagiarism

Register (Language)
UF: Diatype
Formality (Language)
Honorifics
BT: Language conventions
RT: Human relations
Intonation

Relative pronouns
BT: Pronouns

Reported speech
USE: Indirect speech

Restatement
UF: Restating
BT: Editing
NT: Retelling
Summarising

Restating
USE: Restatement

Retelling
UF: Paraphrasing
BT: Restatement

Secondary sources
BT: Authenticity (Texts)

Semantic progression
USE: Semantic change

Semantic change
UF: Semantic progression
Semantic shift
BT: Meanings (Words)

Semantic shift
USE: Semantic change

Sensational spelling
USE: Spelling variations

Sentence patterns
USE: Sentences (Grammar)

Sentence structure
USE: Sentences (Grammar)

Sight words
USE: Sight method

Spellchecking
USE: Proofreading

Spelling variations
UF: Divergent spelling
Sensational spelling
BT: Spelling

Spoonerisms
BT: Rhetorical devices
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13149

Subjective pronouns
USE: Pronouns

Subjects (Grammar)
USE: Noun phrases

Summaries
USE: Summarising

Summarising
USE: Summarisation

Summarisation
BT: Restatement
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13102
**Summarisation**  
USE: Summarising

**Tense (Grammar)**  
UF: Grammatical tense  
BT: Inflection (Grammar)  

**Text connectives**  
UF: Discourse connectives  
BT: Sentences (Grammar)  
RT: Conjunctions  
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13153

**Transitivity (Grammar)**  
USE: Transitive verbs

**Transitive verbs**  
UF: Intransitive verbs  
Intransitivity (Grammar)  
Transitivity (Grammar)  
BT: Verbs  
RT: Objects (Grammar)  

**Typos**  
USE: Proofreading

**Valence (Grammar)**  
USE: Valency (Grammar)

**Valency (Grammar)**  
UF: Valence (Grammar)  
BT: Verbs  
RT: Noun phrases  

**Whole word approach**  
USE: Whole language approach

**Word attack**  
UF: Decoding skills  
BT: Reading  

**Word formation**  
UF: Neologisms  
BT: Meanings (Words)  
NT: Calques  
Loanwords  
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13072
6.2 Modified terms

Adjectival phrases
CN: 6.5 - BT Phrases (Grammar) removed, BT Clauses added.
BT: Clauses
RT: Adverbial phrases
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/646

Adverbial phrases
CN: 6.5 - BT Phrases (Grammar) removed, BT Clauses added.
BT: Clauses
RT: Adjectival phrases

Allusions
CN: 6.5 Removed BT Rhetorical devices. Added BT Figures of speech.
BT: Figures of speech
RT: Intertextuality

Anecdotes
CN: 6.5 Removed BT Spoken texts. Added BT Narratives.
BT: Narratives
Written texts

Archetypes
CN: 5.3 - BT Characters (Drama) removed; 6.5 - BT Characters (Rhetorical devices) removed, BT Personality added. 
BT: Personality
NT: Heroes
Stereotypes
Villains

Autobiographies
CN: 6.5 - BT Nonfiction removed, BT Biographies added.
BT: Biographies

Biographies
CN: 6.5 - BT Nonfiction removed, BT Prose added.
BT: Prose
NT: Autobiographies
RT: Historiography

Braille
CN: 6.5 - BT Natural language removed, BT Writing systems added.
BT: Writing systems
RT: Written texts

Caricatures
CN: 6.2 - BT Illustration removed; 6.5 - BT Rhetorical devices removed, BT Satire added.
BT: Satire
RT: Cartoons
Comedies
Silhouettes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/3209

Clauses
BT: Sentences (Grammar)
NT: Adjectival phrases
Adverbial phrases
Noun phrases
Prepositional phrases
Verb phrases
RT: Phrases (Grammar)

Comprehension
CN: 5.0 - BT Language skills removed, Language added; 6.4 - BT Language removed, BT Reading added; 6.5 - BT Reading removed, BT Language added.
UF: Reading comprehension
BT: Language
NT: Alternative readings
Criticism
Dominant readings
Drama semiotics
Key ideas
Resistant readings
Theatre semiotics

Connotations
CN: 6.5 - BT Rhetorical devices removed, BT Meanings (Words) added.
BT: Meanings (Words)

Cultural contexts
CN: 6.5 - BT Contexts removed, BT Social contexts added.

UF: Cultural environment
   Cultural settings
BT: Social contexts
RT: Social history

Derivation (Grammar)
CN: 6.5 – Changed from Derivational morphemes to Derivation (Grammar). Removed BT Morphemes. Added BT Grammar.
UF: Derivational morphemes
BT: Grammar
RT: Affixes

Discussions (Factual texts)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Discussions to Discussions (Factual texts). BT Spoken texts removed.
UF: Argumentation (Texts)
   Debates (Discussions)
BT: Factual texts
RT: Conversations
   Meetings

Future contexts
CN: 5.3 - BT Time removed, BT Contexts added. Changed from Future to Future contexts; 6.5 - BT Contexts removed, BT Settings (Rhetorical devices) added.
BT: Setting (Rhetorical device)

Greeting cards
UF: Postcards
BT: Greetings
RT: Letters (Correspondence)
CN: 6.5 - BT Handicrafts removed, BT Greetings added.

Heroes
CN: 5.3 - BT Characters (Drama) removed; 6.5 - BT Characters (Rhetorical devices) removed, BT Archetypes added.
UF: Heroines
BT: Archetypes

Historical contexts
CN: 6.5 - BT Contexts removed, BT Settings (Rhetorical devices) added.
BT: Setting (Rhetorical device)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/4371

Idioms
CN: 6.5 Removed BT Natural language. Added BT Grammar.
UF: Colloquial metaphors
BT: Grammar
NT: Cliches
RT: Figures of speech
   Metaphors
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/7009

Imaginative texts
BT: Literary texts
CN: 6.5 - BT Texts removed, BT Literary texts added.

Inflection (Grammar)
CN: 6.5 – Changed from Inflectional morphemes to Inflection (Grammar). Removed BT Morphemes. Added BT Grammar.
UF: Grammatical morphemes
   Inflectional morphemes
BT: Morphemes
NT: Aspect (Grammar)
   Conjugation (Grammar)
   Declension
   Gender (Grammar)
   Gerunds
   Number (Grammar)
   Person (Grammar)
   Tense (Grammar)
   Voice (Verbs)

Intertextuality
CN: 6.5 - BT Rhetorical devices removed, BT Composing (Texts) added.
SN: Use for resources about the associations or connections between texts.
BT: Composing (Texts)
RT: Allusions

Meanings (Words)
UF: Semantics
   Semiotics
   Senses (Meanings)
BT: Language conventions
NT: Antonyms
   Connotations
Homonyms
Semantic change
Synonyms
Transformational grammar
Vocabulary
Word formation

RT: Lexicology
CN: 6.4 - Changed from Semantics to Meanings (Words). BT Language removed, BT Grammar added; 6.5 Removed BT Grammar. Added BT Language conventions.
URI: //vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/3998

Mood (Verbs)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Mood (Language) to Mood (Verbs).
BT: Verbs

Morphemes
BT: Grammar
NT: Affixes
   Inflection (Grammar)
   Stems (Words)

Morphology (Grammar)
CN: 5.2 - BT Language removed, Grammar added; 6.5 – Changed from Morphology to Morphology (Grammar).
SN: Use for resources about the study and analysis of the structure, forms and classes of words in languages, including inflection, derivation and compounding.
BT: Grammar
RT: Words
URI: //vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/7408

Noun phrases
CN: 6.5 - BT Phrases (Grammar) removed, BT Clauses added.
UF: Grammatical subjects
   Subjects (Grammar)
BT: Clauses
RT: Nouns
   Valency (Grammar)

Number (Mathematics)
CN: 5.3 - BT Mathematical concepts removed, BT Mathematics added; 6.4 - Changed from Numbers to Number; 6.5 - Changed from Number to Number (Mathematics).
UF: Number concepts
   Numerals
   Numerical literacy
BT: Mathematics
NT: Complex numbers
   Directed numbers
   Natural numbers
   Number operations
   Permutations and combinations
   Place value
   Proportions
   Real numbers
   Roman numerals
   Significant figures
RT: Pronumerals
URI: //vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/1093

Parts of speech
CN: 6.5 - USE Words removed, BT Words added.
UF: Lexical classes
BT: Words

Person (Grammar)
CN: 6.5 – Changed from Person (Language) to Person (Grammar). Removed BT Verbs. Added BT Inflection (Grammar)
BT: Inflection (Grammar)
NT: First person
   Second person
   Third person
RT: Authorial voice
   Dialogue
   Personal pronouns
   Pronouns

Plagiarism
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Referencing added, BT Student assessment removed.
BT: Referencing
RT: Cheating
   Intellectual property
   Student assessment

Plurals
CN: 6.2; 6.5 – Removed BT Grammar. Added BT Nouns.
UF: Plural nouns
Pluralisation
Singular nouns
BT: Nouns
NT: Collective nouns
Count nouns
Mass nouns
RT: Number (Grammar)

Prepositional phrases
CN: 6.5 - BT Phrases (Grammar) removed, BT Clauses added.
BT: Clauses
RT: Prepositions

Proofreading
CN: 5.0 - USE Editing added; 6.5 - USE Editing removed, BT Editing added.
UF: Spellchecking
Typos
BT: Editing
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/8566

Puns
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed; 6.5 - Removed BT Rhetorical devices. Added BT Ambiguity.
BT: Ambiguity
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/4052

Quotations
BT: Factual recounts
RT: Quotation marks
CN: 6.5 - BT Texts removed, BT Factual recounts added.

Repetition (Rhetorical device)
CN: 6.5 Removed BT Persuasive techniques. Added BT Rhetorical devices.
BT: Rhetorical devices

Sentences (Grammar)
CN: 6.5 – Changed from Sentences to Sentences (Grammar).
UF: Sentence patterns
Sentence structure
Syntax
BT: Grammar
NT: Clauses
Complex sentences
Compound sentences
Exclamations
Parallelism (Grammar)
Predicates
Questions
Simple sentences
Statements
Text connectives
Topic sentences
RT: Paragraphs

Social contexts
CN: 6.5 - BT Contexts removed, BT Settings (Rhetorical devices) added.
UF: Social role
BT: Setting (Rhetorical device)
NT: Cultural contexts

Stereotypes
CN: 5.3 - BT Attitude, BT Representation and BT Characters (Drama) removed; 6.2 - BT Social influence removed; 6.5 - BT Characters (Rhetorical devices) removed, BT Archetypes added.
BT: Archetypes
RT: Cliches

Verb phrases
CN: 6.5 - BT Phrases (Grammar) removed, BT Clauses added.
BT: Clauses

Villains
CN: 6.1; 6.5 - BT Characters (Rhetorical devices) removed, BT Archetypes added.
BT: Archetypes

Voice (Verbs)
CN: 6.5 - Removed BT Meanings Grammar. Added BT Inflection (Grammar).
BT: Inflection (Grammar)
NT: Active voice
Middle voice
Passive voice
7 History

In ScOT, most History concepts are found under two top terms: History; Society.

7.1 New terms

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture
USE: Indigenous Australians

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
USE: Indigenous Australians

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
USE: Indigenous Australians

Aboriginals (Australian)
USE: Aboriginal peoples

Aborigines (non-Australian)
USE: Indigenous peoples

Agreements (Human relations)
USE: Consensus

Ancient world
USE: Ancient history

Antipathy
USE: Hate

Authority
USE: Governance

Bias (Decision making)
USE: Impartiality

Collections (Artefacts)
USE: Artefacts

Colonial settlement
USE: Colonies

Commemorations
USE: Celebrations

Conjecture
USE: Hypotheses

Conquests
USE: Invasion

Consensus
UF: Agreements (Human relations)
Disagreement
Shared attitudes
BT: Attitudes
RT: Cooperation
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12259

Cultural contact
USE: Cultural institutions

Cultural generations
USE: Generations (Culture)

Cultural geography
USE: Culture

Cultural interchange
USE: Cultural interaction

Curation
USE: Exhibits

Customary law
USE: Traditional laws

Debates (Controversy)
USE: Controversy

Defence force personnel
USE: Military service

Disagreement
USE: Consensus

Displaced persons
USE: Displacement (Immigration)

Displacement (Immigration)
UF: Displaced persons
BT: Immigration

Dispute (Controversy)
USE: Controversy

Dispute (Human relations)
USE: Conflict (Human relations)

Dispute resolution
USE: Conflict resolution

Documented social histories
USE: Social history

Dynasties
BT: Imperialism

Early civilisations
USE: Ancient history

Forms of government
USE: Social and political systems

Gen I
USE: Generation Z

Gen Y
USE: Generation Y

Gen Z
USE: Generation Z

Generation next
USE: Generation Z

Generation Y
UF: Gen Y
BT: Generations (Culture)

Generation Z
UF: Gen I
Gen Z
Generation next
Internet generation
BT: Generations (Culture)

Generations (Population)
USE: Population (Society)

Global population movement
USE: Migration

Hatred
USE: Hate

Historical archives
USE: Primary sources

Historical periods
BT: History

NT: Ancient history
Geological time
Modern history
Prehistory
Renaissance
Timelines (Events)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12482

Humanities (History)
USE: History

Humanities (Society)
USE: Society

Hypocrisy
BT: Deception
RT: Beliefs
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13297

Integrity
BT: Trust

Indigenous Australian culture
USE: Indigenous Australians

Indigenous Australian peoples
USE: Indigenous Australians

Indigenous Australians
SN: Use for resources about peoples indigenous to Australia. For the culture of peoples indigenous to any location USE Indigenous peoples.

UF: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
Indigenous Australian culture
Indigenous Australian peoples
Indigenous perspectives
BT: Regional culture
NT: Aboriginal peoples
Torres Strait Islanders
RT: Indigeneity
Indigenous peoples

Indigenous peoples
SN: Use for resources about the culture of peoples indigenous to any location. For peoples indigenous to Australia, USE Indigenous Australians.

UF: Aborigines (non-Australian)

BT: Regional culture

RT: Indigenous Australians


Indigenous perspectives
USE: Indigenous Australians

Internet generation
USE: Generation Z

Jewish culture
USE: Jewish peoples

Jews
USE: Jewish peoples

Laws of nature
USE: Principles (Knowledge)

Legacies (Social)
USE: Social history

Neolithic era
BT: Eras

Objectivity
USE: Impartiality

Palaeolithic era
UF: Paleolithic era
BT: Eras

Periods (Geology)
USE: Geological periods

Places of significance
USE: Historic sites

Political activism
USE: Activism

Political dissent
USE: Dissent

Power plants
USE: Power stations

Principles (Morals)
USE: Morality

Principles (Knowledge)
UF: Laws of nature

Princips
BT: Knowledge

RT: Explanations
Science


Princip

USE: Principles (Knowledge)

Rational thought
USE: Reasoning

Rationality
USE: Reasoning

Self-government
USE: Political independence

Sentences (Court procedures)
USE: Sentencing

Shared attitudes
USE: Consensus

Stance (Attitude)
USE: Attitudes

Subjectivity
USE: Attitudes

Theorems
USE: Logic

Timelines (Events)
BT: Historical periods


Traditional lore
USE: Folklore

Traditional owners
USE: Native title

Tribal laws
USE: Customary law
Tribalism
UF: Tribes
BT: Social and political systems

Tribes
USE: Tribalism

World population
USE: Population (Society)

World refugees
USE: Refugees

Modified terms

Aboriginal communities
CN: 5.3 - BT Aboriginal peoples removed; 6.5 - BT Communities removed, USE Aboriginal peoples added.

Aboriginal reserves
CN: 5.3; 6.5 - USE Aboriginal communities removed, BT Humanitarian aid added.
BT: Humanitarian aid
RT: Dispossession
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/9947

Ancient history
CN: 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Historical periods added.
UF: Ancient civilisation
Ancient world
Early civilisations
BT: Historical periods
NT: Bronze Age
Classical antiquity
RT: Ancient cities

Apartheid
CN: 5.3 - BT Racial discrimination removed, BT Social and political systems added; 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Oligarchy added.
BT: Oligarchy

Archaeology
CN: 6.1 - BT Civilisation removed; 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Heritage added.
UF: Geological evidence

BT: Heritage
NT: Antiquities
Archaeological dating
Archaeological sites
Excavations (Archaeology)
Marine archaeology
Treasure

Birth rate
CN: 6.2 - BT Demography removed, BT Population growth added.
BT: Population growth
NT: Abortion
Teenage pregnancy
RT: Birth
Birth control
Fertility
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/2550

Caste system
CN: 6.2 - BT Social structures removed, BT Social and political systems added; 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Oligarchy added.
BT: Oligarchy
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/3292

Communism
CN: 5.0 - BT Social systems removed, Social and political systems added; 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Socialism added.
BT: Socialism
NT: Maoism
Marxism

Cooperation
CN: 6.1 - BT Human behaviour and BT Motivation removed, BT Human relations added; 6.5 - BT Human relations removed, BT Learning skills added.
UF: Collaboration
Teamwork
BT: Learning skills
NT: Community cooperation
Sharing
Social networking
RT: Consensus
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/3975

Decolonisation
CN: 6.5 - BT Colonies removed, BT Imperialism added.
BT: Imperialism
Dreaming (Spiritual)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Dreaming to Dreaming (Aboriginal culture); 6.5 – Changed from Dreaming to Dreaming (Spiritual). Removed BT Aboriginal culture and BT Religion. Added BT Religious faiths and BT Folklore. Modified scope note.
SN: Use for resources about Aboriginal spiritual beliefs including creation stories. For resources on Torres Strait Islander spiritual beliefs use Torres Strait Islander legends.
UF: Aboriginal beliefs
   Aboriginal folklore
   Aboriginal legends
   Aboriginal mythology
   Aboriginal spirituality
   Dreamtime
BT: Folklore
   Religious faiths
RT: Torres Strait Islander legends

Ethnicity
CN: 6.2 - BT Group identity removed, BT Personal identity added; 6.5 - BT Personal identity removed, BT Cultural identity added.
UF: Ethnic identification
   Ethnicity
BT: Cultural identity
RT: Ethnic relations
   Race
   Regional culture

Federation
CN: 6.5 - BT Government removed.
SN: Use for resources about the formation of a political unity, with a central government, out of a number of separate states, each of which regains control of its own internal affairs.
BT: Social and political systems
RT: Federal government

Feudalism
CN: 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Oligarchy added.
UF: Oligarchy
BT: Oligarchy
NT: Chivalry

Geological periods
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Periods (Geology) to Geological periods.
UF: Periods (Geology)
BT: Geological time
NT: Cambrian period
   Carboniferous period
   Cretaceous period
   Devonian period
   Jurassic period
   Mississippian period
   Neocene period
   Ordovician period
   Palaeogene period
   Pennsylvanian period
   Permian period
   Quaternary period
   Silurian period
   Triassic period
   Vendian period

Historic sites
CN: 5.3 - BT Places removed, BT History added; 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Heritage added.
UF: Heritage sites
   Places of significance
BT: Heritage
RT: Archaeological sites
   Heritage buildings
   Sacred sites
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/1511

Indigeneity
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Aboriginality to Indigeneity.
BT Personal identity removed, BT Cultural identity added.
UF: Aboriginal identity
   Aboriginality
   Torres Strait Islander identity
BT: Cultural identity
RT: Indigenous Australians
Jewish peoples
CN: 6.3; 6.5 - Changed from Jews to Jewish peoples.
UF: Jewish culture
Jews
BT: Regional culture
RT: Judaism

Korero paki
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Maoritanga added; 6.5 - BT Maoritanga removed.
BT: Storytelling

Local history
CN: 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Social history added.
BT: Social history

Maori identity
CN: 6.5 - USE Maoritanga removed, BT Cultural identity added.
BT: Cultural identity

Maori peoples
CN: 6.2 - BT New Zealanders removed, BT Maoritanga added; 6.5 - BT Maoritanga removed, BT Regional culture added.
UF: Maori culture
Maoritanga
BT: Regional culture
NT: Kaumatua
Tikanga Maori
Tohunga

Maoism
CN: 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Communism added.
BT: Communism

Meritocracy
CN: 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Oligarchy added.
BT: Oligarchy
RT: Elites

Middle Ages
CN: 5.0 - BT History added. Scope note added; 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Historical periods added.
SN: Use for resources about historical matters occurring from the years 400-1350 AD
UF: Medieval period
Medieval society
BT: Historical periods

Modern history
CN: 6.3; 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Historical periods added.
BT: Historical periods

Monarchy
CN: 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Oligarchy added.
BT: Oligarchy
NT: Constitutional monarchy
Divine kingships
Principality
RT: Kings
Queens

National socialism
CN: 6.5 - BT Political movements removed, BT Nationalism added.
UF: Nazism
BT: Nationalism
RT: Fascism

New Zealand peoples
CN: 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Regional culture added; 6.5 - Changed from New Zealand culture to New Zealand peoples.
UF: Non-Maori New Zealanders
Pakeha  
BT: Regional culture  

Oral history  
CN: 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Social history added.  
UF: Oral narrative traditions  
  Oral tradition  
BT: Social history  
RT: Spoken texts  

Personal histories  
CN: 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Personal history added.  
UF: Life stories  
BT: Social history  
RT: Personal letters  
  Personal narratives  

Prehistory  
CN: 6.3; 6.4 - BT Ancient history removed, BT History added; 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Historical periods added.  
BT: Historical periods  
NT: Bronze Age  
  Iron Age  
  Stone Age  

Renaissance  
CN: 6.3; 6.5 - BT History removed, BT Historical periods added.  
BT: Historical periods  

Republicanism  
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Republic to Republicanism.  
UF: Republican movement  
BT: Social and political systems  

Slavery  
UF: Debt bondage  
  Forced labour  
  Indentured servants  
  Slaves  
BT: Freedom  
RT: Working conditions  
CN: 5.0 - BT Work removed, USE Slaves added; 6.1 - USE Slaves removed, BT Employment added; 6.5 - BT Employment removed, BT Freedom added.

Stolen generations  
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Stolen generation to Stolen generations; 6.5 - BT Aboriginal history removed, BT Cultural imperialism added.  
BT: Cultural imperialism  

Suffragettes  
CN: 6.2 - BT Activists removed, BT Political movements added; 6.5 - BT Political movements removed, BT Feminism added.  
BT: Feminism  
RT: Voting rights  
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/600

Theocracy  
CN: 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT Oligarchy added.  
BT: Oligarchy  

Tikanga Maori  
CN: 5.3 - BT Social customs removed; 6.1 - Changed from Nga tikanga Maori to Tikanga Maori; 6.5 - BT Maoritanga removed, BT Maori peoples added.  
UF: Maori customs  
BT: Maori peoples  
NT: Hakari  

Tohunga  
CN: 6.5 - BT Maoritanga removed, BT Maori peoples added.  
BT: Maori peoples  

Torres Strait Islanders  
CN: 6.2 - BT Australians removed, BT Torres Strait Islander culture added; 6.5 - Removed BT Torres Strait Islander culture. Added BT Indigenous Australians.  
UF: Torres Strait Islander culture  
BT: Indigenous Australians  
RT: Aboriginal peoples  

Traditional laws  
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added; 6.5 - Changed from Customary law to Traditional laws.  
UF: Customary law  
Tribal laws
BT: Jurisdiction
NT: Aboriginal law
   Torres Strait Islander law
RT: Folklore
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/331

Tyranny
CN: 6.5 - BT Social and political systems removed, BT
    Oligarchy added.
    BT: Oligarchy
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/8493

War veterans
CN: 6.3; 6.5 – Changed from Veterans to War veterans.
    UF: Ex-servicemen
        Returned soldiers
        Veterans
    BT: Military service
    RT: Repatriation
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/11637

Whanaungatanga
CN: 6.5 - BT Maoritanga removed.
    BT: Family relationship

Zionism
CN: 6.5 - BT Political movements removed, BT
    Nationalism added.
    BT: Nationalism
8 Miscellaneous

8.1 New terms

Aboriginal students
BT: Indigenous students

Academic standards
USE: Achievement standards

Advanced Diploma
BT: Vocational education

Badware
USE: Malware

Brandy (Games)
USE: Chasey

British bulldogs
USE: Chasey

Cap and trade
USE: Emissions trading

Carbon emissions
USE: Emissions

Car safety
USE: Road safety

Centaurs (Mythical creatures)
BT: Mythical creatures

Certificate II
BT: Vocational education

Certificate III
BT: Vocational education

Certificate IV
BT: Vocational education

Chasey
UF: Brandy (Games)
British bulldogs
Tiggy
BT: Games
NT: Hide-and-seek

Collections (Hobbies)
USE: Collecting

Colouring (Dyeing)
USE: Dyeing

Colouring (Food)
USE: Artificial colours

Colouring (Visual arts)
USE: Colour (Visual arts)

Continuous professional development
USE: Professional development (Business)

Council rates
USE: Property tax

Cross sections (Samples)
USE: Sampling

Cyclops (Mythology)
BT: Mythical creatures

Danger
USE: Safety

Dangerous substances
USE: Hazardous materials

Forensic analysis
USE: Forensic science

Debates (Competitions)
USE: Debating

Debating
UF: Debates (Competitions)
Debating competitions
BT: Co-curricular activities
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13256

Debating competitions
USE: Debating
Digestive diseases
BT: Diseases
NT: Peptic ulcers
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13224

Diploma
BT: Vocational education

Education policy
USE: Education administration

Epileptic fits
USE: Epilepsy

Excavations (Engineering)
UF: Earthmoving
BT: Building (Engineering)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12860

Floaters
UF: Eyespots
    Myodesopsia
BT: Eye disorders

Focal seizures
USE: Epilepsy

Formative assessment
USE: Assessment for learning

Generalised epilepsy
USE: Epilepsy

Global differences (Curriculum)
USE: International curriculum

Grand mal seizures
USE: Epilepsy

Guessing games
BT: Puzzles

Health regulations
USE: Health care

Hide-and-seek
BT: Chasey

Hypoglycemia
BT: Metabolic disorders
RT: Glucose

Impulses (Motivation)
USE: Motivation

Individualized education programs
USE: Individualised curriculum

Interpretations (Evidence)
USE: Critical thinking

Idiopathic epilepsy
USE: Epilepsy

Inclusive learning environments
USE: Inclusive schools

Localized seizures
USE: Epilepsy

Locks
UF: Locksmithing
BT: Fastening

Make up (Stagecraft)
USE: Theatrical make up

Materials safety
USE: Hazardous materials

Medical grafting
UF: Bone grafting
    Grafting (Medicine)
    Skin grafting
BT: Reconstructive surgery
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/12242

Milestones
UF: Timelines (Time management)
BT: Time management

Motivation in education
USE: Learning motivation

Nourishment
USE: Nutrition

Number-guessing games
USE: Number games

Parallelism (Computing)
USE: Parallel computing

Passive building design
USE: Energy efficient building design

Passive house
USE: Energy efficient building design

Passive solar
USE: Solar heating

Passive solar building design
USE: Energy efficient building design

Partial seizures
USE: Epilepsy

Peptic ulcers
UF: Ulcus pepticum
BT: Digestive diseases
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13225

Personal protective equipment
USE: Protective clothing

Perspectives (Thinking)
USE: Thinking

Place names
UF: Geographic names
Toponymy
BT: Geographic location
RT: Gazetteers

Primary generalised epilepsy
USE: Epilepsy

Project management
USE: Resource management

Professional development (Teachers)
USE: Teacher education

Project-based learning
BT: Learning processes

Prosody (Music)
USE: Rhythm (Music)

Rates (Tax)
USE: Property tax

Reconstruction (Economics)
USE: Economic growth

Reconstructions (Models)
USE: Scale models

Refuges (Houses)
USE: Housing

Rehearsal (Memory)
BT: Memory (Cognition)

Rehearsal (Music)
BT: Concerts

Risks (Physical)
USE: Safety

Road transport
USE: Road vehicles

Rock and roll
USE: Rock music

Saving water
USE: Water conservation

School crisis management
UF: School recovery teams
BT: School administration
RT: Student safety

School culture
USE: School identity

School recovery teams
USE: School crisis management
Seizures
USE: Epilepsy

Shade (Visual arts)
USE: Shading (Visual arts)

Single-entry bookkeeping
USE: Single-entry accounting

Spells
USE: Sorcery

Symbolic icons
USE: Emblems

Teachers’ professional learning
USE: Teacher education

Tension (Drama)
USE: Dramatic tension

Tiggy
USE: Chasey

Timelines (Time management)
USE: Milestones

Tonic–clonic seizures
USE: Epilepsy

Torres Strait Islander students
BT: Indigenous students
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13246

Trainee teachers
USE: Student teachers

Transition to school
USE: School commencement

Ulcers pepticum
USE: Peptic ulcers

Valence (Emotions)
USE: Emotions

Visualising
USE: Visualisation

Vocational Graduate Certificate
BT: Vocational education
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/13236
8.2 Modified terms

Aboriginal technologies
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Aboriginal technology to Aboriginal technologies.
BT: Technology
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/357

Achievement standards
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - Changed from Academic standards to Achievement standards. BT Educational evaluation removed, BT Educational evaluation added.
UF: Academic standards
Educational excellence
BT: Educational evaluation
NT: Moderation (Assessment)
National academic standards

Air ambulances
CN: 4.6; 6.5 - Changed from Flying doctors to Air ambulances.
UF: Flying doctors
BT: Medical practitioners
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/613

Architectural photography
CN: 6.2 - BT Architecture removed; 6.5 - BT Photography removed, BT Art photography added.
BT: Art photography
RT: Architecture

Assessment for learning
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - Changed from Formative evaluation to Assessment for learning. BT Evaluation methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
UF: Formative assessment
BT: Student assessment

Assessment rubrics
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Evaluation methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
SN: Use for resources about evaluation tools, usually grids, that list the criteria for a task or performance, and articulate gradations of quality for each criterion.
UF: Rubric
BT: Student assessment
Teacher evaluation

Assignments
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Evaluation methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
UF: Worksheets (Assignments)
BT: Student assessment
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10312

Authentic assessment
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Student assessment removed, BT Practical assessment added.
SN: Use for resources about evaluation of learning that involves students in tasks that are derived from and simulate "real life" (or authentic) conditions or situations, and that requires direct demonstration of knowledge and skills via the construction of responses.
UF: Performance-based assessment
BT: Practical assessment

Bachelor degrees
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Degrees (Education) removed, BT Higher education added.
BT: Higher education
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10721

Beginning teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teacher employment added.
SN: Use for resources about qualified teachers entering their first teaching position. For trainee teachers, particularly when engaged in teaching practice in schools USE Student teachers.
UF: First year teachers
BT: Teacher employment
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10274

Building blocks
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Bricks (Toys) to Building blocks.
UF: Toy blocks
BT: Toys
Casual teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teacher employment added.
BT: Teacher employment
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10276

Co-curricular activities
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - Changed from Extracurricular activities to Co-curricular activities. BT Curriculum removed, BT Student administration added.
UF: Extra curricula activities
BT: Student administration
NT: Debating
Out of school hours activities
School assemblies
School cadets
School clubs
School concerts
School dances
School holiday programs
School sports carnivals
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10016

Competency-based assessment
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Student assessment removed, BT Competency-based education added.
SN: Use for resources about the process of collecting evidence and making judgements on progress towards performance requirements set out in a learning outcome and making judgement as to whether competency has been achieved.
BT: Competency-based education
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10337

Competitions (Student assessment)
CN: 6.0; 6.4 - Changed from Competitions to Competitions (Evaluation methods); 6.5 - Changed from Competitions (Evaluation methods) to Competitions (Student assessment). BT Evaluation methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
BT: Student assessment
NT: Science fairs
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10313

Contract teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teacher employment added.
BT: Teacher employment
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10277

Course accreditation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Accreditation removed, BT Curriculum development added.
SN: Use for resources about recognition and acceptance of the academic standards of a course or program of study by an outside accrediting agency, association or body.
UF: Accreditation (Courses)
BT: Curriculum development
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10105

Course scheduling
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Education policy removed, BT School administration added.
UF: School schedules
BT: School administration
NT: Extended school day
Flexible scheduling
School calendars
School holidays
School terms
School timetables
School year
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10098

Disadvantaged students
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational equity added.
BT: Educational equity
Students
NT: Economically disadvantaged students
Educationally disadvantaged students
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10629

Doctoral degrees
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Degrees (Education) removed, BT Higher education added.
BT: Higher education
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10719

Dyeing
CN: 5.3 - Made preferred term. BT Textile crafts added; 6.5 - BT Textile crafts removed, BT Finishing added.
UF: Colouring (Dyeing)
BT: Finishing
NT: Batik
Tie dyeing
RT: Dyes
URL: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/5410

Early childhood teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills added.
BT: Teaching skills

Educational evaluation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Education removed, BT Education administration added.
SN: Use for resources about determining and measuring the attainment of jurisdictional educational objectives. Prefer a more specific term.
UF: Educational measurement
   Educational testing
   Educational tests
BT: Education administration
NT: Achievement standards
   Curriculum evaluation
   Institutional accreditation
   Program evaluation
   School evaluation
   Teacher awards
   Teacher discipline

Educational personnel
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT School administration added.
UF: School personnel
BT: School administration
NT: Education consultants
   Examiners
   School councillors
   School leaders
   School support staff
   Teacher educators
   Teachers

Educational philosophy
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT Curriculum development added.
BT: Curriculum development
NT: Compensatory education
   Competency-based education
   Deschooling
   Educational equity
   Fundamental education
   Outcomes-based education
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10131

Educational research
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Education policy removed, BT Education administration added.
UF: Educational sociology
BT: Education administration
NT: Action research
   Impact studies
   Test theory

Examinations
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Evaluation methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
BT: Student assessment
NT: Practical examinations
   Written examinations

External students
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Students removed, BT Flexible delivery added.
SN: Use for Resources about students enrolled and studying off-campus.
BT: Flexible delivery

Imaginative texts
CN: 6.5 - BT Texts removed, BT Literary texts added.
BT: Literary texts

Inclusive schools
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Schools removed, BT School identity added.
UF: Inclusive learning environments
BT: School identity

Inheritance (Property)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Inheritance to Inheritance (Property).
BT: Property (Possessions)
NT: Rules of descent
   Wills
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/7119

Inquiry-based learning
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - USE Questioning (Teaching methods), BT Learning processes added.
BT: Learning processes
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10745

Institutional accreditation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Accreditation removed, BT Educational evaluation added.
UF: Certification (Institutions)
BT: Educational evaluation

International students
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Students removed, BT Student admission added.
UF: Foreign students
BT: Student admission
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10697

Interschool communication
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration and BT Educational communication removed, BT School administration added.
UF: Educational cooperation
Interschool activities
BT: School administration

Itinerant teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teacher employment added.
UF: Peripatetic teachers
BT: Teacher employment

Language teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Subject teaching added.
UF: LOTE teachers
BT: Subject teaching
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10285

Learning skills
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - Changed from Skills to Learning skills.
BT: Learning
NT: Basic skills
  Communication skills
  Cooperation
  Employability skills
  Life skills
  Study skills
  Transferable skills
  Writing skills
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10395

Learning style
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Learning removed, BT Individuality added.
UF: Cognitive style
BT: Individuality
NT: Multiple intelligences

Literacy support teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Remedial teaching added.
BT: Remedial teaching
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10268

Magicians
SN: Use for resources about magic practitioners in the performing arts industry. For resources about mythological practitioners of sorcery, illusions etc. use Wizards.
UF: Illusionists
BT: Performers
RT: Wizards
CN: 5.2; 6.1 - Scope note added; 6.2 - Changed from Magicians to Magic tricks. BT Sorcery removed; 6.5 - Changed from Magic tricks to Magicians.

Masters degrees
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Degrees (Education) removed, BT Higher education added.
BT: Higher education

Middle school teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills added.
BT: Teaching skills
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10288

Moderation (Assessment)
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Student assessment removed, BT Achievement standards added.
SN: Use for resources about the process of establishing comparability of standards expectation of student performance by different teachers, or across different courses and institutions, to ensure that assessment is valid reliable and fair. Do not use for moderation of online lists and forums.
UF: Scaling (Assessment)
BT: Achievement standards

Music teachers
CN: 6.1 - BT Occupations removed; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Subject teaching added.
BT: Music industry
Subject teaching
Parent participation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School community removed, BT
Parent teacher relationship added.
UF: Parent committees
   Parent school relationship
   Parents and friends
BT: Parent teacher relationship
NT: Parent teacher conferences
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10173

Parent teacher conferences
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School community removed, BT
Parent participation added.
UF: Parent teacher interviews
BT: Parent participation

Parent teacher relationship
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teaching removed, BT School identity
added.
BT: School identity
NT: Parent participation

Peer evaluation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Evaluation methods removed, BT
Student assessment added.
BT: Student assessment

Physical education teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Subject
teaching added.
BT: Subject teaching

Portfolios
CN: 6.0 - USE Assessment portfolios removed, BT
Evaluation methods added; 6.5 - BT Evaluation
methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
SN: Use for resources about collections of records,
letters of reference, work samples, etc documenting
skills, capabilities, and past experiences.
UF: Demonstration portfolios
   Student portfolios
BT: Student assessment
NT: Assessment portfolios
   Drama portfolios
   Eportfolios
   Visual arts portfolios

Practical assessment
CN: 6.0
SN: Use for resources about assessment carried out a
the laboratory or field.
BT: Student assessment
NT: Authentic assessment

Primary school teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills
added.
BT: Teaching skills

Professional development (Business)
CN: 5.1; 6.0 - BT Human resources removed, BT
Human resource management added; 6.5 - Changed
from Professional development to Professional
development (Business),
UF: Continuing education
   Continuous professional development
   Staff development
BT: Human resource management
NT: Mentoring
   Training needs
   Workplace learning

Psychological testing
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Testing removed, BT Test theory
added.
UF: Cognitive tests
BT: Test theory

Recognition of prior learning
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Student assessment removed, BT
Articulation (Education) added.
BT: Articulation (Education)

Relief teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teacher
employment added.
UF: Substitute teachers
   Temporary relief teachers
   TRTs
BT: Teacher employment

Remedial programs
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Curriculum development removed, BT Special education added.

BT: Special education

Reporting (Student achievement)
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational evaluation removed, BT Student assessment added.

BT: Student assessment
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10305

Resource teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills added.

UF: Support teachers
BT: Teaching skills

School assemblies
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School events removed, BT Co-curricular activities added.

BT: Co-curricular activities

School attendance
CN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Student attendance to School attendance; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT Student administration added.

UF: Attendance
BT: Student administration
NT: Absence from school
Compulsory education
Early school leavers
Full time study
Home education
Housebound students
Part time study
Retention (of students)
Student attrition

School building maintenance
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School administration removed, BT School support services added.

BT: School support services

School ceremonies
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School events removed, BT School identity added.

BT: School identity

School concerts
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School events removed, BT Co-curricular activities added.

BT: Co-curricular activities

School dances
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School events removed, BT Co-curricular activities added.

BT: Co-curricular activities

School fetes
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School events removed.

BT: Educational finance

School identity
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT School administration added.

UF: School community
School culture
BT: School administration
NT: Inclusive schools
Parent teacher relationship
School ceremonies
School publications
School songs
School uniforms
Student teacher relationship

School publications
CN: 6.0; 6.1 - Scope note edited; 6.5 - BT School administration removed, BT School identity added.

SN: Use for resources about publications generated by individual schools. For resources about the development, distribution or management of industry publications relevant across the education sector USE Educational publications.

BT: School identity
NT: School magazines
School newsletters
School websites

School sports carnivals
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT School events removed, BT Co-curricular activities added.

UF: School sports days
BT: Co-curricular activities

School support services
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT School administration added.
SN: Use for resources about support services or resources provided to teachers or students to assist in the learning process; may include libraries, student welfare services and administrative functions.
BT: School administration
NT: School building maintenance

Science fairs
CN: 5.0 - BT Science removed, Student assessment added; 6.5 - BT Student assessment removed, BT Competitions (Student assessment) added.
SN: Use for resources about school science competitions.
BT: Competitions (Student assessment)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/8693

Secondary school teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills added.
UF: Secondary teachers
BT: Teaching skills

Self-evaluation
UF: Self-appraisal
  Self-assessment
BT: Self-management

Shading (Visual arts)
CN: 6.1 - USE Drawing and USE Engraving and USE Etching and USE Painting and USE Shadows removed, BT Colour (Visual arts) added; 6.5 - Changed from Shading to Shading (Visual arts).
UF: Halftone
  Shade (Visual arts)
  Tone (Visual arts)
  Value (Colour)
BT: Colour (Visual arts)
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/5336

Student assessment
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT Curriculum development added.
SN: Use for resources about educational programs and services for students with special learning needs due to intellectually, physically, emotionally, or socially different characteristics from those who can be taught through mainstream methods or materials.
UF: Special education teachers
BT: Curriculum development
NT: Remedial programs

Staining (Coating)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Staining to Staining (Coating). Removed BT Industrial painting.
UF: Timber staining
  Wood staining
BT: Finishing
RT: Dyes
  Varnishing

Rehearsal (Performance)
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Performances (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Performances (Arts) removed, BT Acting added; 6.5 – Changed from Rehearsal to Rehearsal (Performance).
UF: Technical rehearsals
BT: Acting
NT: Dress rehearsal
RT: Blocking (Directing)

Repetition (Music)
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Repetitions (Music) to Repetition (Music).
BT: Music structure
NT: Ostinato
  Refrains

Single-entry accounting
CN: 6.5 - Changed from Single entry accounting to Single-entry accounting.
UF: Single-entry bookkeeping
BT: Accounting

Student assessment
CN: 5.0 - BT Education added; 6.0 - BT Education removed, BT Educational evaluation added; 6.5 - BT Educational evaluation removed, BT Education added.
SN: Use for resources about operations or processes that measure the extent to which students have met the educational objectives of a subject or course, or to determine eligibility for entry to an institution or for a scholarship.

UF: Assessment
- Assessment items
- School-based assessment
- Student certification

BT: Education

NT: Assessment for learning
- Assessment rubrics
- Assignments
- Cheating
- Competitions (Student assessment)
- Computer based assessment
- Curriculum-based assessment
- Examinations
- External assessment
- Grading
- Informal assessment
- Oral assessment
- Peer evaluation
- Portfolios
- Practical assessment
- Reporting (Student achievement)
- Summative evaluation
- Tests
- Written assessment


Student exchange
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational cooperation removed, BT Student admission added.
UF: School exchange programs
BT: Student admission

Student safety
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational administration removed, BT Student administration added.
BT: Student administration
NT: Bullying
- Student supervision

Student teacher placement
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teacher employment added.
UF: Practicums
BT: Teacher employment

Student teacher relationship
SN: Use for resources about trainee teachers, particularly when engaged in teaching practice in schools.

UF: Preservice teachers
- Trainee teachers

BT: Teacher education

Students
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Education added; 6.5 - BT Education removed, BT Learning added.
BT: Learning
NT: Adult students
- At risk students
- Disadvantaged students
- Gifted and talented students
- Indigenous students
- Non-English speaking background students
- Students with disabilities

Summative evaluation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Evaluation methods removed, BT Student assessment added.
SN: Use for resources about evaluation at the conclusion of an activity or plan to determine its effectiveness.

BT: Student assessment
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10319

Suspension (Behaviour management)
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - Changed from Suspension to Suspension (Behaviour management).
BT: Behaviour management

TAFE teachers
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills added.
UF: TAFE lecturers
BT: Teaching skills
Teacher accreditation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Accreditation removed, BT Teacher education added.
UF: Certification (Staff)
Teacher certification
Teacher registration
BT: Teacher education

Teacher attitude
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teaching removed, BT Teaching effectiveness added.
BT: Teaching effectiveness

Teacher awards
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Education evaluation added.
SN: Use for resources about verbal or material commendations to teachers, calling attention to activities, performances, or qualities. Do not use for Industrial awards.
BT: Educational evaluation

Teacher discipline
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teacher evaluation added.
SN: Use for resources about discipline of, not by, teachers.
BT: Educational evaluation

Teacher employment
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teaching added.
BT: Teaching
NT: Beginning teachers
Casual teachers
Contract teachers
Itinerant teachers
Relief teachers
Student teacher placement
Teacher exchange
Teacher promotion
Teacher retirement

Teacher evaluation
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational evaluation removed, BT Teaching added.
UF: Teacher appraisal
Teacher assessment
BT: Teaching
NT: Assessment rubrics
Student evaluation of teaching
Teacher portfolio assessment
RT: Teacher awards

Teacher exchange
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Educational cooperation removed, BT Teacher employment added.
BT: Teacher employment

Teacher librarians
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teachers removed, BT Teaching skills added.
UF: Resource centre teachers
BT: Teaching skills

Teacher networks
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teaching removed, BT Educational communication added.
BT: Educational communication
NT: Online teacher networks
Teacher professional associations
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10435

Teacher promotion
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teacher employment added.
BT: Teacher employment

Teacher recruitment
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teachers added.
BT: Teachers
NT: Teacher shortages

Teacher retirement
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teacher employment added.
BT: Teacher employment
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10239

Teacher shortages
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teacher recruitment added.
BT: Teacher recruitment
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10240

Teacher welfare
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Staff administration removed, BT Teaching added.
SN: Use for resources about the status and advancement of interests of teachers and the teaching profession.
BT: Teaching
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10241

Test theory
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Testing removed, BT Educational research added.
SN: Use for resources about study and analysis of the relationships between the characteristics of tests (and test items) and test scores and score distributions (including reliability and validity).
UF: Test construction
BT: Educational research
NT: Item response theory
Psychological testing
Test validity

Test validity
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Testing removed, BT Test theory added.
SN: Use for resources about the extent to which a test, inventory, rating scale, questionnaire, etc., is an effective index of what it is used or intended to measure.
BT: Test theory

Tests
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Testing removed, BT Student assessment added.
UF: Achievement tests
Quizzes
Testing
BT: Student assessment
NT: Aptitude tests
Criterion referenced tests
Intelligence tests
Multiple choice tests
National competency tests
Norm referenced tests
Online tests
Standardised tests
Verbal tests

Thematic teaching
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Teaching styles removed, BT Cross disciplinary curriculum added.
SN: Use for resources about teaching approaches that organises subject matter around unifying themes.
BT: Cross disciplinary curriculum
URI: http://vocabulary.curriculum.edu.au/scot/10500

VET in schools
CN: 6.0; 6.5 - BT Vocational education removed, BT School education added.
BT: School education
9 Appendix

9.1 Proportion of terms by level

A common issue for thesaurus management is “how many levels” should be in the hierarchy. This, together with the number of ‘top terms’ together indicate the depth and breadth of concepts covered. Thesaurus dimensions should match the breadth, specificity and complexity of concepts located in user content. Search interface issues are also a consideration; the ten ScOT Top Terms are a good starting point for top-down browsing both in the public thesaurus interface and within website navigation systems.

Targets for hierarchy depth are sometimes arbitrarily assigned in thesaurus management guidelines (e.g. “between 5 and 7”). An alternative approach is to manage and report the proportion of terms at each level. Details of how many levels a thesaurus ‘drills down’ should be presented within the context of where most indexing terms are located.

---

9.2 Percentage of terms within 5 and 6 levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term level</th>
<th>v.5</th>
<th>v6.0</th>
<th>v6.2</th>
<th>v6.3</th>
<th>v6.4</th>
<th>V6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2505</td>
<td>2771</td>
<td>2820</td>
<td>2829</td>
<td>2847</td>
<td>2813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2597</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>2378</td>
<td>2412</td>
<td>2529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2254</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1183</td>
<td>1268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1356</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in top 5 levels</td>
<td>57.56%</td>
<td>74.06%</td>
<td>76.88%</td>
<td>76.12%</td>
<td>75.93%</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in top 6 levels</td>
<td>78.25%</td>
<td>92.70%</td>
<td>90.67%</td>
<td>90.22%</td>
<td>90.03%</td>
<td>88.55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.3 Non-preferred term rates

Non-preferred terms² (also called entry terms or see references) increase entry to concepts by managing ambiguity between synonymous or near-synonymous concepts. In v6.4, the proportion of non-preferred terms continues to increase. This trend reflects both addition of new non-preferred terms and the consolidation of preferred terms that are used to index similar concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>v5.0</th>
<th>v6.0</th>
<th>v6.3</th>
<th>v6.4</th>
<th>v6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Terms</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total terms</td>
<td>8,966</td>
<td>10,321</td>
<td>10,792</td>
<td>11,119</td>
<td>12,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>7,083</td>
<td>7,666</td>
<td>7,569</td>
<td>7,568</td>
<td>7,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-preferred</td>
<td>1,883</td>
<td>2,655</td>
<td>3,223</td>
<td>3,554</td>
<td>4,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Non-preferred</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Only displayable non-preferred terms are considered here. A small number of ‘Hidden’ labels are available in the SKOS RDF format.